THE RIGHT SERVICE KIT FOR EVERY MACHINE.
FOR STRESS-FREE MAINTENANCE.
GOOD MAINTENANCE PAYS.

YOUR INVESTMENT IN LONG-TERM MACHINE SAFETY!

It is crucial that your BOMAG is regularly serviced to ensure full reliability and utilisation. BOMAG service kits are designed for each machine’s maintenance requirements to ensure long-term performance. Service kits only use BOMAG genuine parts. This means consequential damage is prevented and the machine warranty remains valid. With a kit order, no time is lost, you get the right parts, and your machine is ready for work straight away.

SAFETY & RELIABILITY
- Service kits ensure the correct maintenance route is followed.
- Cuts costs by reducing unplanned downtime.
- Total protection for the engine and hydraulic components.
- Ensuring cost-effectiveness.

COST CUTTING
- Reduced price vs. individual parts
- No risk of incorrect parts ordered
- Express delivery
- Allows you to better plan labour and machine downtime

SIMPLE ORDERING
- All service parts from one source
- Cuts out errors
- Fast, simple ordering
- One package = ready for servicing/maintenance
- No parts order picking needed
- Service kit availability ≥ 98%
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LIGHT EQUIPMENT – BIG IMPACT WITH SERVICE TOO!

GENUINE PARTS MEET OUR HIGHEST QUALITY STANDARDS.

In the worst case scenario, incorrect or missed maintenance work can cause damage to the engine. So we offer two different service kits for the annual service of your light equipment. This means no compromise in protecting the safety and performance of your machine. We provide you with the genuine parts you require for all service and maintenance.

SERVICE KIT TYPES

- Annual service kit
- Annual service kit with hydraulic parts

Your light equipment requires a service at least once a year. The hydraulic filters need replacing every other year during the annual service.

BREATHE AGAIN! WITH THE LATEST GENERATION OF BOMAG AIR FILTERS

- Designed and manufactured to BOMAG specifications
- Water-proof with impregnated filter paper with special pore size
- High quality, smooth rubber seal (axial and radial)
TANDEM ROLLERS AND SINGLE DRUM ROLLERS – COMBINED EXPERTISE PROVIDES SERVICE EXCELLENCE.

DESIGNED BY SPECIALISTS: BOMAG SERVICE KITS.

It takes more than just a filter to provide full service benefits. BOMAG service kits mean quality is assured – protecting your valuable asset. We cover every need from the fuel filter, the sprinkler nozzles, belts, valve cover gasket, through to the copper rings. Our service kits give you every part you need.

EFFECTIVE CORROSION PROTECTION: BOMAG FUEL PRE-FILTER

- Full protection for state-of-the-art injection units
- Full particle and water separation
- Ensures specified and adjusted flow rate

Following the recommended service schedule ensures the highest longterm performance by single drum rollers, and tandem and pneumatic tyred rollers. Choose the oil service kit or the 1000 h service kit for this purpose.
PLANERS, PAVERS & REFUSE COMPACTORS – GENUINE PARTS GIVE THE ULTIMATE FINISH!

EASY MAINTENANCE. FULL POWER.

BOMAG service kits for planers, pavers, recyclers and refuse compactors provide all the genuine parts you need from one source, saving time and money, plus safeguarding your warranty protection. Keep downtime to a minimum with BOMAG genuine parts. Your machine is your capital – avoid false economy!

SERVICE KIT TYPES

- Oil service kit
- 1000 h service kit

Two BOMAG service kits are available for servicing and maintaining your machine. Order either the oil service or the 1000 h service kit.

IT’S IN THE DETAIL: BOMAG HYDRAULIC FILTERS

- Excellent, efficient separation of minute particles with depth filtration
- Long filter service life for ultimate cleaning
- Optimised filter grade ensures total protection of the hydraulic system
- Constant output throughout the machine service life
- Long-term reliability with differential pressure stability
PERFECTLY DOCUMENTED – EVERYTHING RUNS SMOOTHLY.

TO THE LAST DETAIL – IN BLACK AND WHITE!

To make sure you cover every detail your service kit provides you with an exploded drawing, a parts list, and a list of fuels and lubricants (only for light equipment machines).

Use the documentation supplied with the service kit to service your machine quickly and properly. This saves you time and cuts the risk of downtime.

THE NEXT SERVICE IS ALWAYS IN SIGHT.

When was the last service? As of July 2017, a label or tag in every service kit can be used on your machine to indicate the next service date. You will never forget the next machine service date.